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Abstract This investigation aimed to adapt the total focusing method (TFM) algorithm
(originated from the synthetic aperture focusing technique in digital signal processing) to
accommodate a circular array of piezoelectric sensors (PZT) and characterise defects using
guided wave signals for the development of a structural health monitoring system. This
research presents the initial results of a broader study focusing on the development of a
structural health monitoring (SHM) guided wave system for advance carbon fibre reinforced
plastic (CFRP) composite materials. The current material investigated was an isotropic
(aluminium) square plate with 16 transducers operating successively as emitter or sensor in
pitch and catch configuration enabling the collection of 240 signals per assessment. The Lamb
wave signals collected were tuned on the symmetric fundamental mode with a wavelength of
17 mm, by setting the excitation frequency to 300 kHz. The initial condition for the imaging
system, such as wave speed and transducer position, were determined with post processing of
the baseline signals through a method involving the identification of the waves reflected from
the free edge of the plate. The imaging algorithm was adapted to accommodate multiple
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transmitting transducers in random positions. A circular defect of 10 mm in diameter was
drilled in the plate, which is similar to the delamination size introduced by a low velocity
impact event in a composite plate. Images were obtained by applying the TFM to the baseline
signals, Test 1 data (corresponding to the signals obtained after introduction of the defect) and
to the data derived from the subtraction of the baseline to the Test 1 signals. The result shows
that despite the damage diameter being 40 % smaller than the wavelength, the image (of the
subtracted baseline data) demonstrated that the system can locate where the waves were
reflected from the defect boundary. In other words, the contour of the damaged area was
highlighted enabling its size and position to be determined.
Keywords Lambwaves .StructuralHealthMonitoring .Defect imaging . Image reconstruction .
Total FocusingMethod . Lambwaves reflections . Signal processing . FullMatrix Capture .
Symmetric fundamental mode . Circular damage
1 Introduction
An increasing amount of research is focusing on the development of structural health monitoring
systems either for the development of smart or self-sensing composite structures, or to increase
the operating life of ageing metallic structures. Several studies have demonstrated the ability of
guided waves to be used as a damage sensing method in composite materials and metals. When
combined with a network of piezoelectric disk transducers, known as PZTor Piezoelectric Wafer
Active Sensor, they represent a relatively non-invasive structural health monitoring systemwhilst
providing a relatively large area of investigation (generally up to few meters depending on the
material damping properties). The waves can be generated and sensed with PZT, with the output
in the form of a signal or A-scan (amplitude against time graph) varying with the propagation
medium. Guided waves sensing is based on: (1) the detection of changes in the signal waveform
compared to previous signals or a baseline signal (representative of the material in its pristine
condition); (2) the interpretation of those changes into information about materials and any
defects (such as quantity, size and location). In addition, regular assessment can be used to
estimate the growth rate of a defects, and the remaining time before repair or replacement must be
carried out on the structure. However, the interpretation becomes more complex and time
consuming as the number of signals increases, ultimately it is inefficient when analysing multiple
data from an array of sensors. The use of digital signal processing techniques can provide
automated interpretation of a large amount of signals. In particular, imaging techniques such as
the total focusing method (TFM) with full matrix capture (FMC) has been previously used to
process signals obtained from multiple transmitting or receiving transducers in a linear array.
The aim of this study is to develop a defect imaging system for structural health monitoring
based on Lamb waves and the TFM that can analyse data from multiple transmitter and
receiver PZT transducers in a circular array. A TFM algorithm with FMC was adapted to a
circular array of PZT transducers, each of them acting successively as transmitter or receiver.
The initial condition of the imaging system, such as wave speed and sensor position, was
determined with a method based on determining the relative position of the plate boundaries,
using the wave edge reflections. The imaging system was experimentally tested by creating a
damaged area as a circular defect. Once confidence has been built, the technique will be
applied to composite plates where the changes in wave velocity and damping with respect to
the fibre orientation will be taken into account in the algorithm.
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2 Structural Inspection Using Lamb Waves
2.1 Principle of Lamb Wave Testing With Piezoelectric Transducers
Lamb waves, also known as guided waves, can be defined as a type of ultrasonic elastic wave
propagating in a solid medium and guided between two parallel free surfaces, such as the
upper and lower surface of a thin plate [1, 2]. Their propagation is dispersive, meaning that the
wave’s velocity varies with the plate thickness and the frequency at which they are generated,
and that different modes (groups of waves with different particle motion and velocities) can
exist simultaneously. In theory, an infinite number of wave modes exist at different excitation
frequencies, each of them having different wavelengths and velocities. These modes are
generally classified in two types, symmetric or antisymmetric, depending on the particle
motion their propagation generates. The symmetric modes (designated S0, S1, {…}, Sn) have
an in-plane particle motion, parallel to the wave propagation direction (associated to axial plate
or compression waves). The antisymmetric modes (designated A0, A1, {…}, An) have a
particle motion perpendicular (or out-of-plane) to the propagation direction of the wave [2].
Both mode types propagate through the whole of the plate thickness and over relatively long
distances, depending on the damping of the propagation medium, this can be in the range of
dozens of centimetres to a few meters, making Lamb waves suitable for structural health
assessment.
In SHM applications, piezoelectric (PZT) disc transducers (also known as piezoelectric
wafer active sensors) are often used in conjunction with Lamb waves. They can be perma-
nently implemented on the material to monitor and are relatively unobtrusive (often around
0.5 mm thick and a few millimetres wide). In addition to this, a major advantage of PZT is their
ability to both generate and sense Lamb waves, enabling their use in various networks and
configurations, such as pitch and catch (waves emitted and received by different PZT) or pulse
echo (waves emitted and received with the same PZT) [3].
2.2 Lamb Wave Interactions with Damage and Boundaries
Damage sensing with Lamb waves is based on the observation of alteration in the signal
waveform due to changes in the propagation medium. Lamb wave signals are obtained in the
form of A-scans (graphs of the amplitude evolution over time). The first signals collected are
used as a baseline, meaning that they are assumed to be representative of an undamaged
material. The potential defects are then detected by comparing the baseline with the subsequent
collected signals [4]. One limitation of this technique, however, is that this prevents the
detection of inherent defects. In addition to this, several investigations observed that the wave
propagation is often only altered when the signal wavelength is smaller than the defect sizes [2,
5, 6]. Some of the common changes observed in the signal waveform include: delay in the
arrival time or time of flight (ToF) of a mode [5], presence of new reflections, local attenuation
[6], or mode conversion phenomenon [7, 8]. Mode conversion is related to the transformation
of one mode into another which can exist under the same conditions. For instance, Willberg
et al. [6] reported the conversion of an S0 mode into an A0 mode after its interaction with a
hole in a CFRP composite. This phenomenon can also occur when waves are reflected from
the boundaries of the material under investigation [9]. Shantanam and Demirli [9] investigated
the interaction of an obliquely incident wave of different frequencies with the free edge of an
aluminum plate. They found that A0 and S0 modes produced multiple mode reflections. For
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instance, the reflection of an incident S0 was split between S0 and SH0 (shear waves), while
A0 was split between A0, A1 and SH1. However, the energy of the incident mode was not
divided equally between the reflected modes. When the A0 mode was incident, the reflected
A0-mode often had a lower energy than the other created modes, and was therefore difficult to
detect. In contrast, when the S0 mode was incident, it consistently exhibited a detectable
reflected S0 mode. Reflections were specular when the reflected wave consisted of the same
mode as the incident wave.
3 Principle and Evolution of Defect Imaging With Total Focusing Method
Recent studies focused on the development of guided wave imaging systems in the time
domain, including, through the use of triangulation [10], sum and delay beam forming [11–14]
or tomographic reconstruction [15]. Triangulation requires a limited number of sensors and
provides a limited resolution [10]. Similarly, the resolution of the tomographic reconstruction
improves when increasing the number of sensors used, however it is often limited to inves-
tigations within the array of sensors [15]. Sum and delay beam forming generally provides an
improved resolution for a limited number of sensors, and is less sensitive to noise compared to
other imaging techniques making it suitable for structural health monitoring applications [12].
However, sum and delay beam forming can refer to different processing techniques and
equations, including the Synthetic Aperture Focusing technique (SAFT) and the total focusing
method (TFM) [12–16]. Ultimately, most of the sum and delay beam forming techniques
originate from SAFT.
SAFTwas initially developed for airborne radar mapping systems in the 1950s [17–19]. In
the field of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) it refers to a process in which a large aperture
(probe width) focused transducer is simulated, or synthesised using a series of measurements
obtained with one, or several, small aperture transducers moving over a surface [17, 20, 21]. In
other words, a uniform resolution is achieved by combining signals taken from multiple low
resolution transducers located on the surface of the test piece. The signal waveforms are
combined through a process of summation and time shifting that takes into account spatial
consideration, such as wave velocities and propagation paths across the surface or though the
volume [22]. The signal obtained from the sensor the closest to the emitting transducer
corresponds to the shortest travelled time and often become the reference signal; the other
signals are shifted according to it. Accurate knowledge of those characteristics, and particularly
the wave speed and probe position, are essential for a successful and precise application of
SAFT. Through this process SAFT leads to an enhanced signal to noise ratio (SNR), and
resolution while avoiding the trade-off between the resolution and range of inspection which
arises when selecting a single transducer.
Around the 1980s, its application was extended to non-destructive ultrasonic testing of
materials to improve detection and location as well as the quantification of defects. Extensive
literature describes the uses of SAFT to investigate concrete structures [23–26] and metals,
including aluminium [19–21] and steel pipes [14, 27]. Although this type of ultrasonic imaging
has been widely used for Non-destructive Evaluation (NDE) with a moving array of sensors,
its application to structural health monitoring is not straightforward and requires the algorithm
to be adapted to an array of multiple static transducers. In the last decade, several researchers
modified SAFT in order to use it for the health monitoring of aluminium and composite
structures with PZT and guided waves. Also, the algorithm was adapted for different
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configurations such as pulse-echo [11] and later pitch and catch [28]. Finally, the SAFT
evolved into the TFM. This algorithm creates an image by combining the signals obtained
from multiple transmitters and receivers, this combination is referred as full matrix capture
(FMC) [12, 14, 16]. The main challenge of TFM with FMC is that, contrary to other SAFT or
sum and delay beam forming methods, there is no unique referenced signal. Instead, the
reference changes with the successive variation of coordinates of the transmitter transducer.
A particular issue of TFM with FMC lies in multiple reflections of guided waves from the
plate boundaries. They generate artefacts making it difficult to differentiate between pixels
representing artefacts and actual defects [13]. A solution is to enhance changes due to damage
by subtracting the baseline signal to the test signal after each assessment [10]. However, this
method can degrade the system’s ability to distinguish defects inherent to the structure.
4 Experimental Setup and Data Collection
4.1 Material, Sensor and Instrumentation
The material under investigation was an AW 1050A–H14 aluminium (supplied by Smith
Metal), square plate of dimensions: 1 m × 1 m × 2 mm. A set of 16 piezoelectric disc
transducers (PZT), also known as piezoelectric wafer active sensors (PWAS), was bonded to
the plate surface. A schematic of the plate with the sensor locations is shown in Fig. 1. The
main characteristics of the PZT (supplied by PI ceramics) are listed as follows: the diameter is
10 mm, the thickness is 0.5 mm, the resonance frequency is 200 kHz, the frequency coefficient
is 2000Hz.m−1, and the mechanical quality factor is 80 (which is a manufacturer specification).
The experimental instrumention is comprised of a Tektronix AFG3052C function generator
and a DPO5034B Tektronix oscilloscpe, with the setup for data collection shown in Fig. 2. The
transmission and reception of lamb wave signals with the PZT was performed in pitch and
catch configuration. Each transducer acted either as an emitter or a receiver, enabling the
collection of 240 signals in total. The generator sent a three cycle tone burst excitation signal of
10 V maxmimum amplitude to the transmitting PZT and the oscilloscope. The excitation
frequency was selected based on the analysis of the dispersion and tuning curve.
4.2 Experimental Procedure
The dispersion and tuning curve enables the observation of the amplitude and velocity
variation of the different modes as a function of the excitation frequency. In this investigation,
the experimental dispersion and tuning curves, such as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, were obtained
by varying the excitation frequency of the transmitted signal between 30 kHz and 600 kHz.
They were then compared with theoretical data (obtained from ‘WaveFormRevealer 1.0’
LAMSS © 2011) [29].
Based on the tuning and dispersion curves, the excitation frequency selected for the
remaining experiment was 300 kHz. At this frequency the fundamental symmetric mode
(S0) amplitude reaches a maximum, whilst the fundamental antisymmetric mode (A0) is
highly attenuated (such as shown in Fig. 4). Therefore, the dispersion effect of lamb waves
is reduced. According to the dispersion curve in Fig. 4, the experimental group velocity of the
S0 mode is in the region of 5000 m.s−1 leading to a wavelength of approximately 17 mm. This
is similar to that measured for a quasi-isotropic CFRP laminate [30].
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After selection of the excitation frequency, three sets of data were collected with each of
them containing 240 signals. The first data collected were the baseline signals of the plate in an
undamaged state. The second set of data, called Test 1, corresponds to the signal collected after
OscilloscopeFunction generatorReceiving PZT
Transmitting PZT
Fig. 2 Picture of the instrumentation: the generator transfers a 3 tone burst excitation signal to the oscilloscope,
and on to a PZT emitter that generates guided waves in the plate. A PZT sensor then receives the wave’s signal,
and the voltage is transferred to the oscilloscope
Fig. 1 Schematic of the aluminium plate dimensions and the position of the 16 bonded piezoelectric sensors
(named from A to P)
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the plate was damaged. A circular damage (D1) of 10 mm diameter was drilled into the plate;
its location is represented in Fig. 5. Finally a third set of data, called Test 2, was collected and
additionally included two simulated defects SD1 and SD2, such as shown in Fig. 5. These
defects were simulated by coupling two metal blocks to the metallic plate with ultrasonic gel.
The area covered by SD1 was 59 mm× 38 mm (with a metal block of 759 g), while SD2
covered an area of 54 mm× 37 mm (with a metal block of 730 g).
5 Post Processing of the Baseline Signal
5.1 Determining the Relative Transducer Positions
The method for post-processing the baseline signal was first presented at the 8th European
Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring (EWSHM2016). Figure 6 shows an example
normalised amplitude against time graph (A-scan), with the transmitted signal and received
signal. Given that the excitation frequency of the signal (300 kHz) is tuned on the S0 mode, the
A0 mode, whilst present, is heavily attenuated. The consequence of this is that the S0
excitations are clearly observable. The first response corresponds to the direct path between




































































































Fig. 4 Tuning curves of the antisymmetric fundamental mode (left) and the symmetric fundamental mode (right)
the le gend colour code is shown in Fig. 3
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Taking a Hilbert transform of the transmitted and received signals, the time of the
first peak of the received signal can be subtracted from the time of the peak of the
transmitted signal. This, subtracted value, corresponds to the direct path time of flight
from the transmitter to the sensor. Calculating the time of flight for all of the
transmitter/sensor combinations, and then applying a triangulation algorithm allows
for the relative position of all of the transducers in the time domain to be experi-
mentally obtained.
Fig. 5 Schematic of the location of the circular damage related to Test 1, and the two simulated defects in the
form of a coupling defect related to Test 2
Fig. 6 Example A-scan showing the normalised transmitted and received signals, and their related modes
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5.2 Error Analysis of Equivalent Signals
So as to identify any systematic experimental errors, and quantify the post-processing error, the
time of flight from one transmitter to another sensor was compared with the time of flight of
the return path. Equation 1 shows an example error calculation for the case where ‘A’ and ‘B’
are the two transducers.
Error ¼ 100 tAB−tBA
0:5 tAB þ tBAð Þ
 
ð1Þ
Figure 7 shows the percentage error for each transducer. It is assumed that the error presented
is within acceptable limits (maximum error is less than 0.5 %) and randomly distributed:
consequently, there is assumed to be no systematic error present, and both the experimental
measurements, Hilbert transform, and time of flight calculations are considered valid.
5.3 Determining the Location and Orientation of Plate Edges
Consider the time of flight of the second, reflected, wave packet (labelled in Fig. 6 as the
reflected S0 mode). Previous literature [9] has indicated that when the S0 mode hits the free
edge of a plate, the wave reflection is specular, that is to say, the wave is reflected at the same
angle and at the same speed as the incident wave. If it is further assumed that only a single
boundary reflection occurs, then the relative position and orientation of the plate edges can be
calculated. Knowing the time of flight of both the direct, and reflected path, the solution
defining the locations and orientations of all possible edges is described by an ellipse. The
two foci of the ellipse are the sensor and transmitter locations, with the ellipse itself defining all
possible edge locations. The tangent to the ellipse at each point defines the necessary orientation
of the edge in order for the reflection to be specular at that point, which is illustrated in Fig. 8.
Considering two sensor/transmitter pairs, the potential edge reflections are described as two
ellipses. Two ellipses have a maximum of two tangents in common, consequently, applying this
technique to multiple sensor/transmitter pairs and considering only the common ellipse tangents as
potential edges quickly narrows down the possible locations for edges. Note that it is not expected
that all reflections will be specular, however, common tangents which occur only between two
Fig. 7 Distribution of percentage difference of the direct path time of flight from one transducer to another, c
ompared with it’s return path. Note that this chart is shown relative to each sensor position
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ellipses (defined herein as unique solutions) are discarded, and common tangents occurring for three
or more ellipses are assumed as edges. Figure 9 shows all of the ellipses plotted in the time domain
when the transducer, ‘A’, is transmitting (all transducers are in their triangulated positions relative to
‘A’). In Fig. 9, common tangents are indicated as dotted black lines between red dots, with the
common tangent representing multiple (ie more than three) ellipses shown as a blue line.
From Section 5.2, the maximum error in the time of flight calculations between a trans-
mitter and sensor, and the return path, is 0.5 %. Given that two sensor/transmitter pairs are
required in order to form a common tangent, a common tangent is defined as the case where
the magnitude of the difference between both the y-intercept and gradient of the two-sensor/
transmitter pairs is less than 1 %.
5.4 Determination of Wave Speed and Transition to Spatial Domain
Determining the possible edge locations for all transmitter/sensor pairs, four edges become apparent.
Applying the knowledge that the plate is square, and of dimensions 1 m x 1 m, allows a transition
from the time domain to the spatial domain. This is shown in Fig. 10, where the transducer positions
calculated via triangulation (blue), are plotted alongside the assumed sensor position (red).
In converting to the spatial domain, the wave speed can also be determined by substituting
the plate dimensions in both the time and spatial domain into the wave speed equation (Eq. 2):




The group velocity (5121.1 ms−1) corresponds well to the wave speed calculated in
Section 4.2 from the tuning curves (Fig. 3). Consequently, the method to determine the plate
boundaries is validated, and the specific paths which have produced a tangent common with
the verified edges can be considered accurate. These wave paths are shown as red, alongside
the direct paths in black, in Fig. 11.
To summarise, the post-processing of the baseline signal achieves the following:
1) Transducers are positioned in the time domain via triangulation of the direct path time of
flight.
Fig. 8 (a) shows an assumed specular reflection from a plate boundary. Path 1 and Path 2 correspond to the
distance tr avelled on the direct path, and reflected path, respectively. (b) shows a more conceptual view, with all
potential reflection points described by an ellipse, obtained from the known distances of Path 1 and Path 2
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2) The direct path time of flight between two transducer pairs is compared with its return
time of flight, the subsequent error is quantified as less than 0.5 % for all transducer pairs.
3) The second wave packet, assumed to be a specular boundary reflection, is used to
calculate the potential location and orientation of the plate boundaries in the time domain,
Fig. 9 All ellipses constructed from sensors paired with transmitter ‘A’. Note that common tangents ar e
illustrated as dashed lines between (black) around dots (red), only one tangent in this case is considered to be
shared by more than two ellipses (shown by the arrow and bleu line)
Fig. 10 Ellipses, corresponding from all transducer pair combinations provide four clear edges, which represent
the plates’ maximum dimensions. Insertting the physically measured dimensions allows the transition from the
time domain (a) to the spatial domain (b), where the triangulated positions of the transducers (blue) are shown
alongside the assumed positions (red)
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through comparing ellipse tangents (constructed with the transducer pair as foci). Where
three or more ellipse tangents are common, a boundary is assumed.
4) Applying this method to all transducer pairs shows four clear edges. Applying the
knowledge that the plate is a square, and inputting the maximum dimension of the plate
allows the transition to the spatial domain, and the calculation of the wave speed.
5) In comparing the wave speed against what is expected from the tuning curves, specular
reflected wave paths are validated, extending the potential region of inspection.
6 Resulting Signal for Simulated and Actual Damage
6.1 Circular Damage (Test 1)
The A-scans shown in Fig. 12 are for all sensors when transducer ‘I’ is transmitting. The black
circles represent the point in time at which a specular reflection is expected as a consequence
of the circular hole (refer to D1 in Fig. 5). Attenuation is seen on the signal I-N (highlighted in
the top right corner of Fig. 12). The path I-N passes close to the hole, but it is still surprising
that even a small amount of attenuation is present, given that the signal wavelength of 17 mm
Fig. 11 Diagram showing direct propagation paths (black), and reflected propagation paths (red). Note that only
the reflected paths which share common tangents (ie demonstrate specular reflection) are shown
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(calculated from the wave speed) is smaller than the 10 mm diameter of the hole. On the signal
I-J and I-H, a small increase in amplitude is witnessed over the black circles (highlighted in the
lower right corner of Fig. 12). This suggests that there is an additional, specular reflection is
present as a consequence of the circular damage.
6.2 Signal Obtained With Coupling Defect (Test 2)
The A-scans shown in Fig. 13 are for all sensors when transducer ‘A’ is transmitting. The
signals A-N, A-M and A-L all show attenuation on the first wave packet, relating to the direct
Fig. 12 A-Scan of baseline and damaged signals for each sensor when ‘I’ is acting as transmitter. The black
circles repre sent where damage is expected to occur due to the presence of specular reflections from the circular
damage
Fig. 13 A-Scan of baseline and damaged signals for each sensor when ‘A’ is acting as transmitter
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path (highlighted in the upper right corner of Fig. 13). Given that the damage, SD2 (Fig. 5) lies
on those paths, it is reasonable to assume that the coupling defect afforded by SD2 is
responsible for this attenuation. Interestingly, A-I shows no attenuation on the first wave
packet, but the second wave packet, indicating the reflected path, does show attenuation (lower
right of Fig. 13). SD1 (Fig. 5), lies on the reflected path (Fig. 11), and it can be concluded that
this coupling defect is being detected here.
7 Lamb Waves Imaging
7.1 Design of the TFM Algorithm
As described in the literature review, the total focusing method (TFM) is a sum and delay
beamforming imaging system involving multiple transducers at different locations. It aligns
the time axis of different signals to focus them on each pixel. In other words, the time (defined
by the transmitter and receiver location) taken by each signal to reach a specific pixel are
calculated and compared. The signal with the minimum travelled distance often becomes the
reference. The delay calculated between the reference time and the other travel times (from
other signals) is subtracted to the time axis of its respective signal. Then, the amplitudes related
to that pixel are extracted from each signal and added. Finally the total value is assigned as the
pixel intensity. It must be noted that the envelope of the signal is often used instead of the
signal itself. However, the complexity of this system increases when considering multiple
transmitting transducers as it creates multiple references. The full matrix capture (FMC)
implies that the position of a transmitting transducer can successively become the position
of a receiving transducer and vice versa. In this process a pixel matrix (or grid) is calculated for
each transmitting transducer following the TFM, then all the matrices are added forming a sum
total matrix. Through this process the FMC algorithm enables the maximum amount of
information to be collected, by making use of the PZT’s ability to both transmit and sense
Lamb waves. Previous investigations used TFM with FMC for different non-destructive
testing systems using linear array of sensors [16].
In this investigation, Eq. 3 accommodates the random positioning of the transducers. This
was achieved by calculating the distance travelled between each pair of transducers and a pixel
in Cartesian coordinates. The travelled distance is then converted into travelled time by
introducing the wave speed previously calculated. The amplitude in the signal’s envelope
(relative to the transducer pair) associated to this travelled time is extracted and added to the
pixel intensity. This operation is repeated for each transmitter/receiver pair.





















– I x;yð Þ is the intensity of the pixel located at the Cartesian coordinates (x,y)
– hTi;R j is the envelope of the signal obtained from the transmitting transducer Ti and the
receiving transducer Ri
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– xTi and yTi are the Cartesian coordinates of the transmitting PZT Ti
– xR j and yR j are the Cartesian coordinates of sensing (or receiving) PZT Ri
– N is the total number of PZT transducers
– cS0 is the group velocity
The algorithm was developed and applied to the experimental data using MATLAB. A flow
chart of the program is shown in Fig. 14 and summarises the working principle of the TFM
with FMC.
Regarding the selection of the resolution, ultimately from a processing point of view the
maximum resolution that can be achieved is limited by the sampling frequency of the signal
and the distance between sensors. For a given signal, each point obtained after the arrival of the
first wave packet (wave travelling directly from the transmitter to the receiver) can be used to
calculate a pixel intensity. This means that in the case of a signal containing 100,000 points
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Fig. 14 Flow chart representing the working principle of the program of the TFM with FMC designed in
MATLAB
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necessarily mean that the accuracy of the resulting image will be increased as the information
provided by the signal also carries inaccuracy relative to the instrumentation and the sensors
used. In addition, there is a trade-off between the resolution and computational time: a higher
resolution would necessitate a higher computational time.
One issue arising from the implementation of TFM is that every signal showing a defect
location (based on reflection) in a pixel is accompanied by at least one, and up to three,
artefacts, as shown in Fig. 15. They are generated by the existence of three axes of symmetry
passing by the centre of the distance between the transmitting and receiving transducers. The
variation in number of artefacts present in the image for a given signal depends on the
artefact’s location, as only the artefact existing within the boundary will be seen.
7.2 Resulting Images
In order to reduce the computing time, the signals were down-sampled to 1,000 points from the
initial 100,000 points, prior to being processed with the imaging algorithm. The resulting,
normalised images from the application of the TFM to the baseline and Test 1 signal are shown
Fig. 16. While the resulting, normalised images from the data obtained after subtraction of the
baseline signal from the Test 1 signals is shown in Figs. 17, 18 and 19. The colour chart
defining the pixel intensity, present in both figures, is related to the normalised summation of
the amplitude extracted from each signal. Note that all images presented in this section contain
100x100 pixels.
The image obtained from the baseline data in Fig. 16a enables the observation of the
location of the artefacts inherent to the system, and unrelated to damage. The high intensity
(approximately 0.6) of pixels found in the region located within the circular array of sensors is
likely to originate from two contributing factors. The first potential enhancing factor can be
attributed to the high amplitude found in the A-scan around the arrival time of S0-mode direct
path. The second possible factor is the amplitude of the A0-mode, as this mode was highly
attenuated, but not completely cancelled at the excitation frequency of 300 kHz. A comparison
with a simulated signal, which is a potential route for further work, could confirm this theory
as well as distinguish the impact each factor has. Other artefacts were found in the region
outside the circular array of sensors (Fig. 16a), they form a ring of approximately 1 m in
Fig. 15 Schematic of the three possible artefact locations with respect to (a) the horizontal, (b) the diagonal and
(c) the vertical axis of symmetry
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diameter, crossing the four plate boundaries. These artefacts are consistent with the overlap-
ping of multiple ellipses observed in Fig. 10a. In particular, the pixel intensity is found to be
higher along the boundaries where common tangents between the ellipses were found.
Therefore, these artefacts can be attributed to the effect of the boundary reflections of S0
mode along the edges of the plate. Similar artefacts are observed on the image in Fig. 16b
resulting from Test 1 data (with circular damage). However, by comparing both images in
Fig. 16, it can be observed that the pixel intensity in Fig. 16b in the area of the damage location
(54 cm on the x-axis and 60 cm on the y-axis) is higher than on the baseline image (Fig. 16a).
Nevertheless, without the baseline image it is difficult to differentiate the pixels representing
the damage from the artefacts.
The analysis of the image obtained from the subtracted baseline Fig. 17 shows that a group
of pixels with medium intensity (approx. 0.4) circles the damaged area. These pixels relates to
the summation of amplitude originating from the reflections of guided waves at the boundary
of the damage. Considering that the damage is a hole, these results correlate with the







Fig. 17 Image obtained for data from the subtracted baseline to the signals form test 1 with (a) and without (b)
showing the actual damage location (signal down-sampled to 1000 points)
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expectation that high intensity can be observed around the defect boundary, hence highlighting
its contour, while inside the damage (where the waves cannot propagate) a lower intensity
caused by processing artefacts prevail. A filter removing any normalised intensity lower than
0.38 (based on the intensity range in Fig. 17) was implemented in Fig. 18 in order to remove
some of the processing artefacts.
Fig. 18 Image obtained when implementing a filter removing the intensities lower than 0.38 on the image shown
in Fig. 17
Fig. 19 The resolution was locally increased providing a zoom of 100 × 100 pixels around the damage (b), the
zoom covered an area of 250 × 250 mm its relative position in the plate is shown in (a)
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Although the 10 mm diameter damage is smaller than the 17 mm wavelength of the
propagating S0 mode, Fig. 17 confirms that guided waves combined with TFM imaging
system enables its detection. However, it can be observed on Fig. 17 that the current resolution
(1 pixel per centimetres squared) shows blurred damage contour. This was improved by
increasing the resolution locally around the damage location, such as shown in Fig. 19. In
the zoomed image (Fig. 19b) the resolution remains 100 × 100 pixels and covers an area of
25 × 25 cm. The pixels highlighting the damage contour form a ring (approximately 70 mm
outer diameter and 25 mm inner diameter) centred on the known damage location. The inner
diameter of the ring best described the position of the damage boundary. The accuracy of the
damage localisation and sizing is of the order of one millimetre, although further experiment
and processing will be necessary to quantify the system accuracy and its repeatability with
sufficient certainty. In addition, further study will be required to identify the system’s ability to
differentiate between neighbouring defects. Based on the current result it can be estimated that
smaller damage, probably up to a third of the wavelength, could be identified with this
technique.
8 Conclusions and Suggestion for Further Work
In conclusion, this study proposed an imaging method for structural health monitoring using
guided wave signals post-processed through TFM and FMC algorithms. For each structural
assessment, 240 signals were collected experimentally in an isotropic plate using 16 PZT
transducers in pitch and catch configuration. All Lamb wave signals were tuned on the
fundamental symmetric mode at 300 kHz. The wave speed and transducer positions, which
are the initial conditions of the imaging system, were determined using a technique based on
the processing of the baseline signal and the characterisation of the reflected wave paths. This
method prevents the accumulation of errors related to the location of transducers though
manual measurement. The imaging system was designed to enable random transducer posi-
tions and multiple transmitting and receiving transducers. Data were collected after a circular
damage of 10 mm in diameter was drilled in the plate. The imaging system was then applied to
the baseline data, the data of the damage signals and the data obtained from the subtraction of
the baseline signals from the damaged signals.
The image of the undamaged plate (with the baseline data) enabled the observation of the
location of the different signal processing artefacts unrelated to damage, but inherent to the
system. Similar observations were made of the image obtained from the signals collected in the
presence of the circular damage, demonstrating the difficulty of identifying inherent defects. A
filtered image has shown the possibility of removing some of those processing artefacts. The
last images obtained from the subtracted data enabled the identification of the contour of the
damage, hence enabling an appreciation of the defect location and size. The defect was
observed within a millimetre distance from its actual position, and based on the contour its
maximum size was expected to be less than 25 mm. Still, these results are in good agreement
with the actual damage. The main achievement of the imaging system was its ability to detect
and locate a defect with a diameter 40 % smaller than the 17 mm wavelength of the
fundamental symmetric mode. According to these results it can be estimated that smaller
damage, up to one third of the wavelength of S0 mode, could still be identified.
Future investigations will evaluate the ability of the system to differentiate neighbouring
defects, by quantifying the minimum distance required to do so, and the degree of confidence.
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Additionally, the system will be tested in a CFRP plate. The application of the wave reflections
and image processing will require accounting for the damping related to fibre orientation
which will also affect the speed of the guided waves.
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